TOUR GROUP 1: We spent 2 weeks with Elderhostel studying wildlife in South Africa, Zambia,
Botswana, and Zimbabwe. Back: Marty, Iris, Jan 3, Bill, Ed, Benson (guide); Frt: Sel (85 yr. old),
Louise, Janice, Sandy, Mary Ann, Sharon, Jan.

TOUR GROUP II: With VBT we bicycled South Africa for 2 weeks. Tom (standing), Patty, Cindi, Marci,
Cynthia, Deanna & John, Cindi & Elliot, Mary Ann & Bill, Carol, Gary, Bianca (guide). Hartenbos,SA !

SOUTH AFRICA
The Republic of South Africa is 77% black, 10% white, and 8% mixed race. Five languages are spoken. Tourism is increasing.
The adoption of democracy in 1994 ended apartheid. But the AIDS pandemic, 35% unemployment, poverty and violence are huge
problems.
In the 1600s, the Dutch began growing produce in present day Cape Town; they provisioned passing ships to prevent scurvy.
Dutch farmers (Boers) began trekking north in the 1800s; land was available as Zulu wars had decimated tribes to the north.
British families replaced the exiting Dutch. Britain tried to annex the new Boer republics, but diamonds were discovered, motivating
the Boers to defeat the British. The British backed off until gold was discovered in Johannesburg, at which point their better
firepower (& invention of concentration camps) enabled them to win. In the 1900s a barrage of racist legislation paved the way for
apartheid, a way to prevent the majority of blacks from having a vote.
Apartheid determined where, based on race, one could live, work, pray, learn. Over 3,000,000 “colored” people were forcibly
removed from their integrated neighborhoods to “Homelands” where they were supposed to be self governing and self supporting
(and no longer citizens of SA). The homelands had no infrastructure, no industry, and could not produce enough food for all the
residents. Many families returned to squatter camps in the cities. Men were allowed to work in Johannesburg if they lived, without
their families, in dorms. (The old dorms are now being converted into small apartments for families.)
Now townships house poor blacks on the outskirts of cities, especially Johannesburg & Cape Town . The government states it will
replace township shacks with newer homes, doing a section at a time. However, it appears that only scattered houses are being
replaced. People receiving the new houses often, quickly, sell them, having a quantity of money for the first time; they move back
into shacks. Jobs in the city are difficult to reach; buses take 1-2 hours each way.

ACCOMMODATIONS: Crime & safety are big issues in SA cities. Johannesburg’s Courtyard Hotel is
surrounded by a brick wall topped with razor wire. We were advised not to walk outside, especially at
night. Walking within the grounds provided about 1 mile of exercise.
Security is an issue in Cape Town, just as Johannesburg. Winchester Mansions has inner
courtyards housing an outdoor restaurant, pool, & covered walks.

JOHANNESBURG: SOWETO (South Western
Township) consists of 50 suburbs or sections, and
acts as a labor reservoir for the greater metro area. It
was originally a "Homeland" under apartheid when
60,000 people were forcibly moved in. Newer, upper
end homes on the left are nice, close together,
secured by walls topped with razor wire.

Shops beneath a bridge accessing Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital in SOWETO. Spaces are rented. Note the ceiling
hangings.
Guide, Benson, clowns with a native garment for sale in the market next to Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital in SOWETO.

Regina Mundi Church. During the SOWETO uprising, police stormed into the church, firing live
ammunition at fleeing students. A broken marble alter, damaged statues, and bullet holes in the
ceiling remain. Police still claim they never shot within the church, but people know otherwise.
Jan, Louise, Sandi, Jan, Sharon.

CAPE TOWN: Table Mtn. Cableway car rotates as it carries 65 people up 3560' at 32' per sec.
The plateau, formed underwater by glaciers, is 2 miles side to side, has several walking paths,
and is often covered with a "tablecloth" of cloud. Cape Town

VBT Group: B: Gary, Elliot, Cynthia, Bill, Marci, Deb, Tom & Cindi, Patty. F: Mary Ann,
Carol atop Table Mtn. for a view of Cape Town. Note the stadium (circular shape mid
top).

Cape Town Stadium built for the 2010 soccer world cup, will seat 68,000, and is surrounded
by a 120 acre park. Its huge size has changed the skyline; not all like it.

Mary Ann & Bill in front of formations named The Twelve Apostles. The number is not
really agreed upon. Camps Bay, Cape Town

The Waterfront 4 play at the Victoria & Albert Waterfront, a working harbor with shopping,
entertainment, restaurants, condos, hotel. Cape Town

VBT cyclists walk down a "street" in Masephumelele (.Mass-i-poom-eh-ley-ley) Township near
Cape Town. It was started illegally, in the early 1980’s, by blacks who wanted to be closer to work
instead of living in an approved site 18 miles away. 30,000 live here.

In the “dry” half of Masephumelele Township only 4 shacks share this toilet and spigot. In the “wet”
half, many share a toilet & spigot, while living in cardboard hovels close to running sewage.

Bath time in Masephumelele Township. Water must be carried from a spigot. Teen pregnancy is
epidemic; 50% of girls will be raped; some girls get pregnant for the $30 per month received from
the government. Until recently, rapists got no/lesser sentence if the woman did not “cry out”, or if
she was of questionable character, or if he believed raping a virgin cured AIDS. Monogamy is a
value brought by the white man; it is not intrinsic to the black culture.

Children sitting with Mary Ann & Bill to watch a healer dance. They were very quiet,
attentive, and loved seeing themselves in our digital camera. Masephumelele Township.

Unemployment in Masephumelele is 70%. Bus service to Cape Town, for jobs, is sparse, requiring 1-2
hrs. each way. Men are incredibly unskilled; saving and budgeting are foreign concepts; alcoholism is a
big issue. Education under apartheid was poor, and still is. A school was opened here in 1995.

Store entry on right. Clothes hang in next door yard. Every few months fire leaves 80-400
homeless. Shacks are rebuilt in a day, but it takes years to regain possessions. We were
scheduled to tour Masephumelele by bikes donated to the township, but they had been stolen.

Cape Town home of Chef Sofia Lindop & husband, Paddy, where VBT enjoyed dinner. Yard is
enclosed with wall topped with electric wire. See: http://capetable.typepad.com &
http://www.sophialindop.com.

Mary Ann getting a design painted on her face. Gold Museum Restaurant, Cape Town, SA*

VBT Guide, Bianca & Mary Ann with painted faces. Gold Museum Restaurant, Cape Town, SA

Two Zulu dancers at dinner. Gold Museum Restaurant, Cape
Town, SA

OUT OF THE CITIES: We went caving (step climbing!) with
both tours. Elderhostelers listen to guide in Sterkfontein
Cave, located in a valley named the Cradle of Humankind, a
World Heritage Site. Over 500 human fossils & 9,000 stone
tools have been found here. Sterkfontein entailed 100 steps
down; 200 up.

Climbing a few of many steps (100 down, 200 up) in Sterkfontein Cave. Over 500 human fossils & 9,000
stone tools have been found in Sterkfontein. Climbing: Sharon & Ed, Iris, 85 yr. old Stella (hat).

VBT toured Canga Caves, a series of dripstone caverns formed over millions of yrs.,
has some of the biggest stalagmite formations in the world. We took a 1.5 hr. Adventure
Tour involving steep ladders, small holes, crawling, and 600+ steps. Klein Karoo, SA

Canga Caves offers a 1.5 hr.
Adventure Tour involving steep
ladders, small holes, and crawling.
Mary Ann, Deanna, Marci slide out of
a steep, slippery tunnel. Canga
Caves, Klein Karoo, SA

Bill helping Gary and Henk work their way down after they
have crawled up a narrow "chimney". Canga Caves,
Klein Karoo, SA

Cheetah at the De Wildt Cheetah & Wildlife Centre which has brought the animals back from the
brink of extinction thru captive breeding programs. There are programs for several endangered
species including: wild dog, brown hyaena, duiker, bontebok, vulture.

Cheetahs at de Wildt Breeding Center. One cheetah crouched & stalked our guide as he
walked to our vehicle; it hoped for food. 600+ cubs have been born at the center. In
addition, “problem” animals are captured and relocated.

Caracals are spectacular at
hunting birds. Here one
leaps for food thrown to it.
It will discard the internal
organs of mammals, and
avoids eating the hair.
Used for hunting in Iran &
India.

Wild dogs (painted wolves),
an extremely endangered
species, finishing a meal.
Over 500 pups have been
born at De Wildt.

Farmers poison or shoot cheetahs and other animals that kill their cattle. De Wildt is breeding and
giving herding dogs to farmers. This popular program has been very successful in protecting cattle &
goats without harm to wildlife.

African Penguins give a donkey-like braying call, can swim 4.3 mph, and stay submerged up to
2 min. Monogamous, the lifelong partners take turns incubating eggs and feeding their young.
Boulders, Table Mtn. Nat'l Park, SA

This colony began with 2 pair in '82; it now has about 3,000. African Penguins are a vulnerable
species due to egg harvesting and guano scraping. Boulders, Table Mtn. Nat'l Park, SA

Male ostrich hissing and flapping its wings to defend
chicks at farm near De Rust, SA. Up to 25 chicks can
be given to parents. Adults will accept broods 4 times
in a sequence (as long as the new chicks are younger
than the current ones); then they quit. Ostriches will
parent chicks given to them by the farmer as long as
the chicks are younger than their current brood.
Chicks grow better under the care of adult ostriches
than when raised in coops like chickens. Both meat &
skin are sold.

VBT riders hearing route information from guide, Henk. Housemartin Lodge in back. De Rust

Cape Point, at the tip of the Cape
Peninsula, 36 miles SW of Cape Town, is
an outcrop of Table Mtn. Nat'l Park. Its
lighthouse is the most powerful on the SA
coast with a range of 39 miles.

We heard & saw baboons along the road as we pedaled.
Bill and markets near Cape Point, Table Mtn. Nat'l Park.

Bicycling the gorge from Meiringspoort to Klaarstroom, btw. Klein
(little) Karoo & Great Karoo. Great Karoo is an arid, fossil rich zone
with the largest variety of succulents (9,000 species) anywhere on
earth. Klein Karoo is a smaller, less arid zone. This stretch of road
crosses the Groot River 25 times.

Cycling the gorge from Meiringspoort to Klaarstroom, btw Little Karoo & Great Karoo.

Cyclists gather around Meiringstoort Waterfall's
mermaid pool, considering whether or not to jump in
the cold water. Air temp is near 100. Btw Klein Karoo
& Big Karoo, SA

Taking a swim in Meiringstoort Waterfall's cold
mermaid pool. Btw Klein Karoo & Big Karoo, SA

Henk bandages retired
nurse Patty's leg, hurt in a
fall. Meiringstoort Waterfall's
mermaid pool. Btw Klein
Karoo & Big Karoo, SA

Warning sign on Robinsons Pass, leading to
the Indian Ocean. SA
Accident on Robinsons Pass, SA
Forest fires were burning as we biked from
Rheenendal to Buffels Bay, SA. Note
insulation peeling from the wires.

Hot spots flared as we
pedaled by. Smoke
occasionally curled over the
road. Btw. Rheenendal and
Buffels Bay, SA

Bill in wades in the Indian Ocean. Hartenbos, SA

VBT riders at Buffels Bay. Frt: Carol, Deanna, Marci, Cynthia, Patty, Mary Ann. Back: Elliot,
Tom, Deb, Bianca, Gary, John, Bill, Cindi
VBT cyclers on one of three suspension bridges. A very nervous Marci is crossing. Tsitsikamma
Nat'l Park

VBT cyclers on a suspension bridge. Tsitsikamma Nat'l Park

Guide, Henk, and the women: Carol, Deb, Deanna, Cynthia, Marcy,
Cindi, Patty, Mary Ann. Tsitsikamma Nat’l Park, SA

The 'boys' with guide, Bianca - Gary, Tom, Elliot, Bianca, John, Bill.
Tsitsikamma Nat'l Park, SA

Our last day of riding. Mary Ann & Bill at Tsitsikamma Nat’l Park

We often saw women carrying goods on their head.
This vendor used the skill to attract customers.
Knysna, SA

ZAMBIA, BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE
With Elderhostel we entered these countries, each with its own language(s), currency, border crossing rules, government, economy,
animal park, and malaria danger (take Malarone, sleep under nets, cover up in the evening).
Zambia has 10 million people, 35 tribes/ethnic groups, 70+ languages and an average per capita income of $1247. In 1890 the area
became known as Northern Rhodesia, after Cecil Rhodes who gained control over it. In 1963 British control ended and the name
became Zambia Though a republic, government corruption has kept the country poor.
Botswana has 1,630,000 people, two official languages, an average per capita income of $7500, and compared to the rest of Africa,
is stable and wealthy due to diamond reserves. It has been hurt by devastating floods in 2000, and AIDS/HIV refugees from
Zimbabwe. Bostwana has never been ruled by whites, so is laid back.
Zimbabwe has 12,500,000 people, three languages, an average per capita income of $268, and a life expectancy of 34-37 yrs.
Under British rule in 1800-1900s, natives had to work for whites in order to pay hut and cow taxes. Robert Mugabe obtained power in
1980 and still rules. After he nationalized farms, the farmers left. He denied the danger of AIDS, and called it a “white man’s plot”.
Currently foreign businesses must turn 51% of ownership over to Zimbabweans, and are expected to begin leaving. When inflation
soared 231 million %, Mugabe eliminated the Zimbabwe dollar and now uses the US dollar, SA rand, and the Botwana pula; bank
accounts were deleted. Now there is no credit in Zimbabwe; credit cards cannot be used. Our guide, from Zimbabwe (who uses a
Botswana bank), received a tip in the form of a check; it was the first he had ever seen and he did not know how to use it.

Ferry boat from Zambia to Botswana. Left: Jan, MA, Sharon, Ed.
Right: Iris & Sel, Lois & Janice, Marty

Truck ferry running between Zambia and Botswana. Many trucks were lined up to cross. It takes
1+ weeks to get cleared to do so. Countries' income comes from border fees, thwarting trade
between African countries.

Guide,
Benson,
clowns after
unhitching the
groups'
luggage trailer
which had a
flat tire. All
luggage was
squeezed into
the bus for the
last mile of the
trip. Botswana

The first day
out in Matetsi,
our jeep had a
flat. Within a
few minutes, a
support jeep
arrived with
another wheel
and we were
off. Matetsi
Private Game
Reserve,
Zimbabwe.

The 2nd day in
Matetsi, the jeep
developed engine
problems, which the
guides managed to
repair is a short
period of time.
Matetsi Private
Game Reserve,
Zimbabwe.

3rd day - same jeep
as the day before.
The fix did not last.
We had to join
another jeep, leaving
our armed guides
behind. Matetsi
Private Game
Reserve, Zimbabwe

Pool and main building of
David Livingston Safari
Lodge. This safari life is ok!
Livingston, Zambia

Our room at Chobe Safari
Lodge. The mosquito nets
were to be pulled around each
bed every night. Kasane,
Botswana

Our first room at Matetsi Water Lodge had a roof leak
that ruined the air conditioner and left a big puddle on
the floor. Baboons customarily play and slide on the
thatch roofs; their damage is not discovered until it
rains. We were given a new room. Here the old thatch
is being torn off by a man on the roof. Victoria Falls,
Zimbabwe

Our room's own plunge
pool. As we sat there, a
dung beetle crawled to
the edge, and fell in
floating legs up. The
next day a mouse was
found swimming
frantically. Both were
rescued with the aid of a
branch. Matetsi Water
Lodge.

Lunch was served on our deck at Matetsi
Water Lodge.

Domenico, in charge of our room, decorated the bathroom with a flower petal message, candles,
and a sculpted bubble bath. Matetsi Water Lodge

Flower petal message left on our bathroom floor. Matetsi Water Lodge

We celebrated our 44th wedding anniversary at Matetsi Water Lodge,
where we were surprised with a cake & champagne. Victoria Falls,
Zimbabwe.

Our porch and entry, Housemartin Lodge. Temp was 100+ degrees by
day; laundry dried fast on that porch! De Rust, SA

Mary Ann enjoying our patio. Pletenburg Bay Hotel, SA

British explorer, David Livington traveled up the Zambezi
River in the 1850s. He searched for a route into interior
southern Africa, aiming to counter slavery with Christianity.
Victoria Falls, Zimbab

Mary Ann & Bill at Victoria Falls, Zambia. Considered one of the Seven Wonders
of the World, the falls forms the largest sheet of falling water in the world.

Bill about to cross a bridge next to Victoria Falls. Spray
drenches viewers. Zambia

Looking down from the bridge next to Victoria Falls, in Zambia, a rainbow was
visible on both sides of the bridge.

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe. We viewed the fall from both the Zambia and Zimbabwe sides. Both views
are awesome, but more can be seen of the fall’s width from the Zimbabwe side.

Bill & Mary Ann, drenched after a viewing walk at Victoria Falls. Markets line the entrance road
to the falls. Zambia

Lubasi Home, a community based orphange for children 5 to 10 years old. They attend school, and live
in small dorms, seen in the background. Livingstone, Zambia

A hut in Mpisi traditional village. Young people have been moving from the native villages to the cities to
work. They return for visits, but their children. are being raised in the cities. Native culture is very
different from city life; people are self sufficient, visit with and care for other villagers, receive less
education, and dislike paying taxes to the government. Each hut seems to serve one purpose, usually
kitchen or sleeping. The kitchen and a large, outdoor space were for gathering to talk, visit, debate.

Woman sits outside the communal kitchen preparing greens, which will be
dried over a fire inside, and saved for winter. Mpisi Village, Zimbabwe

The communal kitchen in Mpisi Village. A fire burns in the center of the room, making it
very smoky. Water is brought from a river about half a mile away. Zimbabwe

A teen’s sleeping hut - looks like he knew we were coming.
Mpisi Village, Zimbabwe

Elderhostelers at lecture by Richard Gammon, AF history specialist whose family has been in Zimbabwe for
5 generations. They lost 45,000 hectares in the uprising. Richard believes whites do not belong in AF
because of extreme cultural differences, that there will be another uprising due to poverty. He remains
because of his parents, who stayed because of their parents. He does not want his chn. to grow up in AF.

Guide, Benson (back) talks to several woodworkers carving small figures - animals, masks
- for sale to vendors. Note them laying in clusters on the ground. These workshops are in
a vacant lot/dump. Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Woodworker does carvings for vendors to sell. Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Craftsmen create items for vendors to buy & sell in markets. Their workshops
are crude, hot, dusty. Here furniture is made. Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

A viewing cruise on the Zambezi River - in the rain. Iris, Lois, Jan,
Jan-3, Janice, Sandy. Matetsi Private Game Reserve, Zimbabwe

Bill & Mary Ann ride Emily, an orphaned elephant trained
for 9 years to carry people. We stopped whenever her
calf wanted to nurse. People have 800+ muscles in their
bodies; elephants have 5000 muscles in their trunks.
Baby elephants do not gain control over their trunks until
about 1.5 years old. Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Mary Ann hand feeds Emily after the ride. She holds her trunk
open to receive a double handful of kibble. Matetsi, Zimbabwe

Warthog. Fast runners, good jumpers, use smell to locate food or predators, fight aggressively during
mating season, can wound lions deeply. Have been observed allowing banded mongoose to groom
them to remove ticks. Numerous, sometimes stopping traffic in Livingston. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Banded Mongoose (sitting on the log) eat termites, centipedes, bird eggs, snakes, including cobras.
They are aggressive, but will forage with and are handled by baboons, gaining security from their
watchfulness. They live in underground dens or abandoned termite mounds, changing dens every
2-3 days. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Mother and baby giraffe. Horns of the female are smaller. Front legs are 10% longer than back legs.
Lions try to knock the giraffe off its feet, but a single kick by the giraffe can shatter a lions skull or spine.
Matetsi Private Game Reserve, Zimbabwe

Elephant and giraffe. The giraffe heart must produce double the normal blood pressure
for a large mammal to maintain blood flow to the brain.- Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Elephants bathe, and then blow dust over themselves to protect from sun and insects. A large
elephant decided our jeep was too close to the herd with its babies. It charged our jeep, trumpeting
and flapping its ears. We were all terrified, but the guides were calm, knowing the animal would
bluff before attacking. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana
A matriarch and three younger elephants head out of the water. Chobe Nat'l Park,
Botswana

Hippo yawn! Hippopotamus are semi-aquatic; bulls preside over a stretch of river and 5-30
females. Reproduction and birth occur in water. A hippo can easily outrun a human, and is one of
the most aggressive creatures in the world. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

A crash of hippos. They are threatened by habitat loss and poaching
for meat and ivory canine teeth. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Nile Crocodiles average 500# and 16', can swim 35 mph, & can hold their breath up to 2 hrs.
They can bite down with a force of 5000 lbs. per inch, but have weak muscles to open their
jaws. Hence a man can easily hold the jaws shut. Banks of the Zambezi, Zimbabwe.

Blue Wildebeests exist in a variety of colors. Females and young form herds of 10-1000. All give
birth in Feb. Calves must stand in 6 minutes after birth. Wildebeests drink twice a day, so
access to water is crucial. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

A dazzle of zebras. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Impala, zebra, and wildebeest hang out together, each offering different danger
alerts to the benefit of all. Matetsi Private Game Reserve, Zimbabwe

Monkey Business! Baboons having sex. A female initiates mating by presenting her swollen rump
to the male. But 'presenting' can also be used as a submissive gesture and is observed in males as
well. Each male can usually mate with any female in a troop. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Contented, post-coital male baboon. Most live in hierarchical troops of 5-250 animals. Baboons
can determine from vocal exchanges what the dominance relations are between individuals.
Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Baboons and impalas hang out together. The impalas take advantage
of baboons warnings of danger. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Male lion with an injured hind leg. Manes become darker with age. Pairs of lions frequently
head up to three prides of 1-10 breeding females. It is very difficult for a single lion to patrol a
territory and maintain a pride. If the number of females becomes too big, one may leave to seek
a single male, or to form an alliance with other single mothers. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Two males, two females, and two cubs drink next to a safari jeep. Male cubs are expelled
from a pride at age 3.5. They will search for territory and form coalitions with other young
males until strong enough to challenge a pride male. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Mother and cubs resting in the road near the jeep. A new male taking over
a pride will kill all cubs, resulting in the females coming into season. All
males in a pride mate with all the females. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Black Sable Antelope form herds of ten to thirty females and calves led by a single bull. Males fight
by dropping to their knees to use their horns. They successfully defend themselves from predators,
including lions, with their horns. The horns are prized by hunters. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Marabou Stork - nearly bald, spotted, scab-encrusted
head, with its huge meat-cleaver bill. The Marabous
evolved their naked heads and necks as an adaptation
for feeding on large animal carcasses without getting
their head feathers soiled with their prey's blood and
gore. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

African Fish Eagle catches fish with its talons, dragging catches too large to carry. Breeding displays
include aerial dives and falls, with pairs interlocking talons in mid air. Characteristic call is weee-ah
hyo-hyo-hyo, made with the head thrown back. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

Pygmy Kingfishers perch quietly on a low branch close to water before plunging in head first after
small fish or tadpoles. They will also hawk for insects. Chobe Nat'l Park, Botswana

A roller Dung Beetle uses its serrated head and front legs to shape a dung ball. It pushes the ball with its hind legs, working
upside down. The ball is buried. Some species use it as food. Others mate underground near the ball, and use the dung as a
brood chamber; hatching occurs a year later. Non-rollers may just bury dung where they find it, or just live in it as they find it.
When Australians imported dung beetles to improve pasture sanitation, bush flies were reduced 90%. Chobe Nat'l Park,
Botswana

Termites build nests underground that act as greenhouses. Plant matter is brought in, decomposes,
and is used to grow fungi. The visible part of the mound functions as an air conditioner. If a break
occurs, workers quickly seal it up. Natives gather, dry, and eat termites. Matetsi Private Game Reserve,
Zimbabwe

Mor

Morning tea on safari. Sandi, Bill,
Jan, Iris, guide, Jan3. Chobe Nat’l
Park, Botswana.

Lun

Lunch on safari, brought out
by the hotel. Chobe Nat’l
Park, Botswana.

